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Security Beyond Human Intelligence 

	
 
Irisity have signed new sales and marketing partnerships  
 
Irisity AB (publ) have entered into partnerships with leading distributors VNS-
Technologies and Agility Grid. 
 
Through the partnership, both VNS Technologies and Agility Grid will market and sell IRIS licenses to 
new and existing customers, with an estimated volume of USD 250-500.000 for 2022.   
 

- The tier one distributors VNS Technologies and Agility Grid both have a long and impressive 
track record in delivering advanced surveillance solutions. We are happy working together in 
these partnerships, comments Ariel Frischoff, VP Sales MEA & APAC. 

 
VNS Technologies have regional presence in Abu Dhabi, India and Sri Lanka with customer solutions 
including, Smart Drone Solutions for Enterprise, Long-Range & Thermal Surveillance Systems, and AI 
Analytics.  
 
Agility Grid is a Dubai-based company delivering innovative security solutions for businesses and 
Government bodies across the Middle East, Africa, Europe and Australia 
 
Irisity is a leading provider of AI-powered video analytics solutions. We develop deep learning-based 
algorithms upgrading security cameras into intelligent detection devices, while safeguarding personal 
integrity. Irisity currently serve customers in more than ninety countries with offices in Sweden, USA, 
Singapore, UAE, Mexico, Denmark and Israel, operating through a network of resellers, partners, security 
companies, and camera manufacturers globally. 
 
 
For further information: 
 
Ariel Frischoff, VP Sales MEA & APAC 
Phone: +972-54-683-3445 
E-mail: ariel.frischoff@irisity.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

About Irisity 
 

At Irisity we're doing real-time video analytics powered by machine learning. Irisity is a public Swedish AI-company with headquarters at Lindholmen, Gothenburg 
and offices in Israel, USA, UAE, Mexico, Denmark and Singapore, where the innovative spirit is flourishing. We develop smart algorithms to detect and predict 
suspicious activities while preserving people’s integrity. We believe that enhanced AI performance, ethics, and privacy go hand in hand, creating a positive mark 
within the camera security industry. Irisity’s patented solution IRIS™ can be integrated into any new or existing camera infrastructure, installed directly into the 
camera, on server or in the cloud, to safeguarding people and assets. IRIS™ product portfolio includes solutions on asset protection, traffic management, and 
forensic search capabilities for a broad spectrum of industries such as safe cities, education, transportation, infrastructure, and the security industry. All IRIS™ 
functionality is available with our patented real-time anonymization, ensuring GDPR and US NDA act compliance and ethical safeguarding. 
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